Abstract-In underdetermined blind source separation, more sources are to be extracted from less observed mixtures without knowing both sources and mixing matrix. -means-style clustering algorithms are commonly used to do this algorithmically given sufficiently sparse sources, but in any case other than deterministic sources, this lacks theoretical justification. After establishing that mean-based algorithms converge to wrong solutions in practice, we propose a median-based clustering scheme. Theoretical justification as well as algorithmic realizations (both online and batch) are given and illustrated by some examples.
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B
LIND source separation (BSS), mainly based on the assumption of independent sources, is currently the topic of many researchers [1] , [2] . Given an observed -dimensional mixture random vector , which allows an unknown decomposition , the goal is to identify the mixing matrix and the unknown -dimensional source random vector . Commonly, first is identified, and only then are the sources recovered. We will therefore denote the former task by blind mixing model recovery (BMMR) and the latter (with known ) by blind source recovery (BSR) .
In the difficult case of underdetermined or overcomplete BSS, where fewer mixtures than sources are observed , BSR is nontrivial (see Section II). However, our main focus lies on the usually more elaborate matrix recovery. Assuming statistically independent sources with existing variance and at most one Gaussian component, it is well known that is determined uniquely by [3] . However, how to do this algorithmically is far from obvious, and although quite a few algorithms have been proposed recently [4] - [6] , performance is yet limited. The most commonly used overcomplete algorithms rely on sparse sources (after possible sparsification by preprocessing), which can be identified by clustering, usually by -means or some extension [5] , [6] . However, apart from the fact that theoretical justifications have not been found, mean-based clustering only identifies the correct if the data density approaches a delta distribution. In Fig. 1 , we illustrate the deficiency of mean-based clustering; we get an error of up to 5 per mixing angle, which is rather substantial considering the sparse density and the simple, complete case of . Moreover, the figure indi- cates that median-based clustering performs much better. Indeed, mean-based clustering does not possess any equivariance property (performance independent of ). In the following, we propose a novel median-based clustering method and prove its equivariance (Lemma 1.2) and convergence. For brevity, the proofs are given for the case of arbitrary , but , although they can be readily extended to higher sensor signal dimensions. Corresponding algorithms are proposed and experimentally validated.
I. GEOMETRIC MATRIX RECOVERY
Without loss of generality, we assume that has pairwise linearly independent columns, and . BMMR tries to identify in given , where is assumed to be statistically independent. Obviously, this can only be done up to equivalence [3] , where is said to be equivalent to , , if can be written as with an invertible diagonal matrix (scaling matrix) and an invertible matrix with unit vectors in each row (permutation matrix). Hence, we may assume the columns of to have unit norm.
For geometric matrix-recovery, we use a generalization [7] of the geometric independent component analysis (ICA) algorithm [8] . Let be an independent -dimensional, Lebesgue-continuous, random vector with density describing the sources. As is independent, factorizes into with the one-dimensional marginal source density functions . We assume symmetric sources, i.e., for and , in particular . The geometric blind mixing model recovery (BMMR) algorithm for symmetric distributions goes as follows [7] -means on , except for the fact that the winner neuron is not moved proportional to the sample but only in its direction due to the normalization. We will see that instead of finding the mean in the receptive field (as in -means), the algorithm searches for the corresponding median.
A. Model Verification
In this section, we first calculate the densities of the random variables of our clustering problem. Then we will prove an asymptotic convergence result. For the theoretical analysis, we will restrict ourselves to mixtures for simplicity. As above, let denote the sensor signal vector and the mixing matrix such that . We may assume that has columns with . 1) Neural Update Rule on the Sphere: Due to the symmetry of , we can identify the two neurons and . For this, let identify all angles modulo , and set ; then and . We are interested in the essentially one-dimensional projected sensor signal random vector , so using , we may approximate measuring the argument of . Note that the density of can be calculated from by . Now let the -matrix be defined by where is the -dimensional identity matrix; so, is invertible. The random vector has the density . equals , followed by the projection from onto the first two coordinates; hence . This is -means-type learning with an additional sign function. Without the sign function and the additional condition that is log-concave, it has been shown [9] that the process converges to a unique constant process such that , where for all denotes the receptive field of the neuron , and designate the receptive field borders. This is precisely the -means convergence condition illustrated in Fig. 1 .
2) Limit Points Analysis: We now want to study the limit points of geometric matrix-recovery, so we assume that the algorithm has already converged. The idea, generalizing our analysis in the complete case [7] , then is to formulate a condition that the limit points will have to satisfy and to show that the BMMR solutions are among them.
The In the proof, we show that the median-condition is equivariant, meaning that it does no depend on . Hence, any algorithm based on such a condition is equivariant, as confirmed by Fig. 1. Set ; then, . Combining both lemmata, we have therefore shown the following.
Theorem 1.3:
The set of fixed points of geometric matrixrecovery contains an element such that the matrix solves the overcomplete BMMR. The stable fixed points in the above set can be found by the geometric matrix-recovery algorithm. Furthermore, experiments confirm that in the special case of unimodal, symmetric, and non-Gaussian signals, the set consists of only two elements: a stable and an unstable fixed point, where the stable fixed point will be found by the algorithm. Then, depending on the kurtosis of the sources, either the stable (super-Gaussian case) or the instable (sub-Gaussian case) fixed point represents the image of the unit vectors. We have partially shown this in the complete case (see [7, Theorem 5] has exactly four local extrema. More elaborate studies of are necessary to show full convergence; however, the mathematics can be expected to be difficult. This can already be seen from the complicated and in higher dimensions yet unknown proofs of convergence of the related self-organizing-map algorithm [9] .
B. Turning the Online Algorithm Into a Batch Algorithm
The above theory can be used to derive a batch-type learning algorithm, by testing all different receptive fields for the overcomplete GCC after histogram-based estimation of . For simplicity, let us assume that the cumulative distribution of is invertible. For , define a function , where is the median of in for and , . Lemma 1.5: If , then the satisfy the GCC. Proof: By definition, the receptive field of is given by . Since implies , the receptive field of is precisely , and by construction, is the median of restricted to the above interval.
Algorithm (overcomplete FastGeo): Find the zeros of . Algorithmically, we may simply estimate using a histogram and search for the zeros exhaustively or by discrete gradient descent. Note that for , this is precisely the complete FastGeo algorithm [7] . Again, always has at least two zeros representing the stable and the unstable fixed point of the neural algorithm, so for super-Gaussian sources, we extract the stable fixed point by maximizing . Similar to the complete case, histogram-based density approximation results in a quite "ragged" distribution. Hence, zeros of are split up into multiple close-by zeros. This can be improved by smoothing the distribution using a kernel with sufficiently small radius. Too large kernel radii result in lower accuracy because the calculation of the median is only roughly independent of the kernel radius. In Fig. 2 , we use a polynomial kernel of radius 5 (zero everywhere else); one can see that indeed this smooths the distribution nicely. 
C. Clustering in Higher Mixture Dimensions
We now extend any BSS algorithm working in lower mixing dimension to dimension using the simple idea of projecting the mixtures onto different subspaces and then estimating from the recovered projected matrices. We eliminate scaling indeterminacies by normalization and permutation indeterminacies by comparing the source correlation matrices.
1) Equivalence After Projections:
Let with , and let denote the set of all subsets of of size . For an element , let such that and let denote the ordered projection from onto those coordinates. Consider the projected mixing matrix . We will study how scaling-equivalence behaves under projection, where two matrices are said to be scaling equivalent, if there exists an invertible diagonal matrix with . Lemma 1.6: Let such that and . If for all and for all , then . Proof: Fix a column , and let , . By assumption, for each , there exist such that . Index occurs in all projections, so for all . Hence, all coincide and . This lemma gives the general idea how to combine matrices; now, we will construct specific projections. Assume that the first row of does not contain any zeros. This is a very mild assumption because was assumed to be full rank, and the set of 's with first row without zeros is dense in the set of full-rank matrices. As usual, let denote the smallest integer larger or equal to . , and therefore, .
2) Reduction Algorithm:
The dimension reduction algorithm now is very simple. Pick and as in the previous section. Perform overcomplete BMMR with the projected mixtures for and get estimated mixing matrices . If this recovery has been carried out without any error, then every is equivalent to . Due to permutations, they might however not be scaling-equivalent. Therefore, do the following iteratively for each : Apply the overcomplete source-recovery (see the next section) to using and get recovered sources . For all , consider the absolute cross-correlation matrices . The row positions of the maxima of this matrix are pairwise different because the original sources were chosen to be independent. Thereby, we get a permutation matrix indicating how to permute , , so that the new source correlation matrices are diagonal. Finally, we have constructed matrices such that there exists a permutation independent of with for all . Now we can apply Lemma 1.7 and get a matrix with , and therefore, as desired.
II. BSR
Using the results from the BMMR step, we can assume that an estimate of has been found. In order to solve the overcomplete BSS problem, we are therefore left with the task of reconstructing the sources using the mixtures and the estimated matrix (BSR). Since has full rank, the equation yields the -dimensional affine vector space as solution space for . Hence, if , the source-recovery problem is ill-posed without further assumptions. Using a maximum-likelihood approach [4] , [5] , an appropriate assumption can be derived.
Given a prior probability on the sources, it can be seen quickly [4] , [10] that the most likely source sample is recovered by . Depending on the assumptions on the prior of , we get different optimization criteria. In the experiments, we will assume a simple prior with any -norm . Then , which can be solved linearly in the Gaussian case and by linear programming or a shortest-path decomposition in the sparse, Laplacian case (see [5] , [10] ).
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to compare the mixture matrix with the recovered matrix from the BMMR step, we calculate the generalized crosstalking error of and defined by , where the minimum is taken over the group of all invertible matrices having only one nonzero entry per column, and denotes some matrix norm. It vanishes if and only if and are equivalent [10] .
The overcomplete FastGeo algorithm is applied to four speech signals , mixed by a (2 4)-mixing matrix with coefficients uniformly drawn from [ 1, 1] ; see Fig. 2 for their mixture density. The algorithm estimates the matrix well with , and BSR by one-norm minimization yields recovered sources with a mean SNR of only 2.6 dB when compared with the original sources; as noted before [5] , [10] , without sparsification for instance by fast Fourier transform (FFT), source-recovery is difficult. To analyze the overcomplete FastGeo algorithm more generally, we perform 100 Monte Carlo runs using high-kurtotic gamma-distributed three-dimensional sources with samples, mixed by a (2 3)-mixing matrix with weights uniformly chosen from [ 1, 1] . In Table I , the mean of the performance index depending on various parameters is presented. Noting that the mean error when using random (2 3)-matrices with coefficients uniformly taken from [ 1, 1] is , we observe good performance, especially for a larger kernel radius and higher approximation parameter , also compared with Soft-LOST's [6] . As an example, in higher mixture dimension, three speech signals are mixed by a column-normalized (3 3)-mixing matrix . For , , the projection framework simplifies to with projections and . Overcomplete geometric ICA is performed with sweeps. The recoveries of the projected matrices and are quite good with and . Taking out the permutations as described before, we get a recovered mixing matrix with low generalized crosstalking error of (compared with a mean random error of ).
